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Abstract. This paper is part of a wider work studying the co-influences of Twitter and the production of information by traditional media. A strong prerequisite of this study is to collect, with the limitations of the Twitter API, tweets linked to media events that are representative of the real Twitter activity. This paper describes two proposed approaches to handle this important task. The first one, inspired by information retrieval, puts the focus on query formulation. It consists on bridging the vocabulary gap between traditional news articles and tweets, by iteratively modifying the queries sent to the Twitter API depending on the tweets retrieved by previous queries. The second approach consists in streaming a representative sample of all emitted tweets and dynamically clustering them in events. We also discuss approaches to evaluate the collected datasets under the point of view of their representativity of the real activity on Twitter.
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1 Introduction

How does information propagate online? Does it propagate differently on news websites and on social media? What is the role of social networks and in particular of Twitter in breaking news?

In an ideal world, to compare news production on social media and on mainstream media, one would need the universe during a given period of time (e.g. the year 2017) and a geographical location (e.g. France, the UK or the US) of documents published on the one hand on social media and on the other hand on mainstream media. Unfortunately, given the limitation of the Twitter API, it is not possible for the researcher to capture the universe of the documents (or
tweets) published on Twitter. Does it mean that the research won't be able to answer the previously formulated questions? No. Because, the researcher can rather use a random sample of the documents, as long as this sample is representative.

Why do we need representativity?

Assume that you want to answer the following question: what is the probability for a news story broken on social media to make it to the mainstream media? With the entire set of news stories broken on social media, it will be pretty simple to answer this question; but we don't have this data. Now assume that we get access to a subsample of the documents published on Twitter, but that this sample is not representative. For example, assume that this sample of tweets is such that the tweets characteristics (perhaps because the API provides the researcher with documents tweeted by users with more followers) are such that these documents have a higher probability to make it to the mainstream media. Then using this biased subsample will lead the researcher to overestimate the probability for a news story broken on social media to appear on mainstream media.

The same issue will arise if the researcher wants to tackle the follow-up question: what are the determinants of the success of a news story initially broken on social media? Imagine that the researcher is using a selected sample of tweets that is not representative. Imagine for example that this sample of tweets comes mainly from journalists working for a given media, e.g. *Le Monde*, and that, at the same time, within the set of tweets posted by *Le Monde* journalists, only the successful ones are part of the sample, then the results of the empirical analysis will be biased in favor of *Le Monde*. In other words, when the researcher will study the impact of the company for which the journalist work (independent variable) on the probability for the news story broken on Twitter to make it to mainstream media (dependent variable), the coefficient obtained for *Le Monde* will overestimate the real causal impact of the company.

It seems very difficult to correct for this bias. Hence the necessity to have a representative sample of tweets, i.e. a sample of tweets such that the tweets included in our sample do not differ from the tweets that are not included along all the dimensions that may have a direct impact on the dependent variable of interest.

In this paper, we aim at collecting, in real-time, tweets linked to French news that are representative of the total Twitter activity concerning media events. For now, we only work on tweets in French, which is an advantage in terms of volume. Indeed, since the Twitter API puts high restrictions on the volume of tweets returned, we get a largest proportion of emitted tweets by working on a language that is not very represented on Twitter (French tweets represent 1.8% of all emitted tweets). Based on the different ways of collecting tweets with the Twitter API, we explore two types of approaches to collect tweets:

1. **Vocabulary-constrained collection** based on keywords extracted from AFP dispatches. We use the stream of dispatches from the French news agency “Agence France Presse” (AFP). This news agency, like Reuters or Associated Press (AP), has a large network of journalists in many countries, that covers
a wide range of news topics. Previous research has shown that this source covered 95% of all events covered by French news media in 2013 [1].

2. Random tweets collection followed by clustering. To get a continuous stream of random tweets, we studied Twitter Sample API\(^4\). Indeed, previous works show that the tweets from that API are “a representative sample of the true activity on Twitter”\([2]\). However, the number of French tweets in this sample is very small (2400 tweets per hour on average). It is likely that small events do not generate enough French tweets to be represented in that sample. We thus describe, in Section 3.3, an approach to increase this sample of French tweets.

2 State of the art

Collecting representative sets of tweets means performing together the tweets collection and the evaluation of its representativity. We therefore present in this part: (1) techniques to build sets of relevant tweets and (2) methods to evaluate tweets sets. A tool designed to collect representative tweets sets should comprise both aspects.

2.1 Query building strategies

To our knowledge, few approaches have been proposed in the literature to perform targeted tweet collection based on news articles. Indeed, the literature related to the task of linking tweets and news [3–8] mainly used existing datasets, mostly in English. These articles do not address the issue of real-time collection of representative tweets. Becker et al. [9] do not directly work on news articles, but they define query building strategies based on the title, description, time and location of a selected set of expected events to collect related tweets. Tunev et al. [10] extract 1-grams and 2-grams from the title and first sentence of news articles, and weight them depending on their IDF in a one million news articles collection. They build queries out of these n-grams and explore several query-expansion strategies based on co-occurrences in their news articles corpus. Ning et al. [11] build chains of articles concerning the same event and first collect tweets containing the articles’ urls, then extract a list of top ten keywords from those tweets and collect tweets containing these keywords. This method is an attempt to bridge the vocabularies between tweets and news by using keywords from the tweets. Castillo et al. [12], that share common objectives with our work, also use urls to retrieve tweets related to news articles. However, our observations show that most tweets containing a link to an article share only the title or first sentence of that article, without additional vocabulary. This approach is restrictive and may lead to miss a large part of Twitter activity concerning news. Our work aims at building queries that contain Twitter-specific terms in order to achieve higher recall than previously introduced methods, without losing precision.

2.2 Representativity of tweets collection

Few papers address the problem of the representativity of the collected tweets: we could only find three studies addressing this issue [13, 2, 14]. Morstatter et al. and Wang et al. [13, 14] propose methods to evaluate the Twitter Filter API\(^5\). This API returns a stream of tweets that match one or several predicates given as parameters. Both articles point out some biases in the collected datasets. In another article [2], Morstatter et al. evaluate the Sample API and conclude to its representativity of the global Twitter activity. However this study does not consider methods to collect larger representative datasets in a specific language as we do for French in this paper.

3 Methodology

Fig. 1. Diagram of our keywords mining approach on three recent events

We present here two approaches for tweet collection:

- A tool designed to build queries in real time based on the stream of AFP dispatches and expand them using Twitter specific vocabulary. This approach is novel with respect to existing works [9–11] since the step of query expansion using word embeddings, while developed in other contexts such as web retrieval [15, 16], has, as far as we know, never been used in the context of tweets retrieval.
- A method to get a significant and representative set of random tweets in French. Our work here aims at maximizing the volume of our random sample, while keeping its distribution characteristics the closest to the one of the

random sample collected with Twitter Sample API. Events will then be detected by clustering following the same procedure as [17].

3.1 Vocabulary-constrained collection

Our query building tool is composed of several modules designed to (1) extract relevant keywords from AFP dispatches and build queries with them, (2) expand those queries using Twitter vocabulary, (3) validate that these queries return tweets linked to the event. All steps are summarized in Figure 1.

AFP dispatches comprise a title, a timestamp and a body containing a few lines of text describing a news event. 900 dispatches are published every day on average. We define a news event very simply by a new AFP dispatch with a title containing less than \( k \) words in common with the titles of previous dispatches published in a time window \( T \). We do not proceed to more complex dispatch clustering since our observations show that when AFP journalists publish several dispatches on a given event, they usually keep the same title and only update the main text with additional details. In practice we have set \( k \) to 3 and \( T \) to 24 hours. For each event, we aim at building a set of queries that will retrieve tweets related to that event.

Keywords extraction For a given dispatch, we extract named entities from the title and the body. We then build queries using combinations of those entities following a number of rules: two locations cannot form a query (to avoid queries like “Aleppo Syria”), a query must contain at least two entities and less than four entities. This method is quite similar from what is done by Becker et al. [9]. We also take the exact title of the dispatch as a query, if it contains no named entities. The tweets containing these queries are then collected.

Query expansion We combine several methods to build new queries from collected tweets:

- Urls extraction: like Ning et al. [11], we extract urls from collected tweets and extend our query set with these urls.
- Keywords detection: we build a TF-IDF matrix from all terms of the tweets collected in the past 7 days. All tweets related to the same event form a document. We pick terms with a TF-IDF score higher than a defined threshold (different for 1-grams, 2-grams and 3-grams)
- Synonyms: We use the CBOW model [18] with negative sampling [19] to build vector representations of words in Twitter vocabulary and find potential “synonyms” (terms used in very similar contexts) to expand our first queries. We train the model on a sample of French tweets collected with the Sample API in the past 7 days to get a vector representation of Twitter words. We define as “synonyms” of a word the words that have a cosine similarity higher than a certain threshold with that word-vector. For instance, using 0.85 as a threshold, we get “fh” (abbreviation for “François Hollande”) as synonym for “hollande”. We then build new queries by replacing terms of previous queries with their synonyms if they have some.
Query validation The previous steps allow us to combine a large number of words to build queries that might be related to the given event. However, these methods can also produce wrong queries, either not precise enough (“Elysee Macron” for example, since l’“Élysée” is the common name for the French president’s office), or clearly pointing to something or someone else than the entities extracted from the original dispatch. For instance, the synonyms of “sarkozy” are “sarko” (which is correct), “juppe” and “fillon” (who are politicians from the same party as Nicolas Sarkozy, but not the same person). We therefore need a method to filter incorrect queries.

We can make the following hypothesis: if a news event is discussed on Twitter, the tweets containing words related to that news should form a peak in a time window of a few hours before or after the time of the event. If the tweets collected through a certain query do not peak around the event’s time, it is either because the news is not discussed on Twitter, or because the query is not linked to the event in question. Starting from that assumption we are working on an algorithm to detect such anomalies on the time series of tweets and thus remove irrelevant queries.

Iteration The keywords extraction and query validation steps are repeated to increase the number of tweets linked to the considered event, until the set of collected tweet does not provide any new query.

3.2 Evaluation of the tweets collection tool

To the best of our knowledge, there is no dataset corresponding to our task. We are currently designing a user interface to manually label tweets. This interface will allow two types of evaluations:

- Precision: given the text of an AFP dispatch and the list of tweets collected by our tool as presumably linked to the dispatch, the user will assess if each tweet is correctly attributed.
- Recall: the user has to manually formulate queries to retrieve as many tweets as possible in relationship to a given AFP dispatch, and assess if the returned tweets are indeed linked to the dispatch. This method, however, is only a partial solution to the problem of evaluating the proportion of tweets not found by our tool, since the user will not necessarily find all possible terms to query relevant tweets. Another way of approximating the recall would be to compare the proportion of tweets in each collected set to the size of clusters identified with our second approach.

3.3 Random tweets collection

Twitter Sample API returns 1% of the world stream randomly selected[2], among which 1.8% on average are in French. 1% of the French stream represents in average only 2400 tweets an hour. A previous article [17] has estimated the
proportion of news-related documents in tweets corpora to less than 0.2%. If this ratio is the same for French tweets, it means that we would receive between 4 and 5 news-related tweets in French per hour by using the Sample API, a volume much too small for our goals.

Using the Filter API on “neutral” terms with “French” as language parameter allows us to collect a larger volume of tweets in French, but Twitter does not communicate about the tweets distribution. Since we need to ensure that the stream of collected tweets is representative of the tweets emitted on Twitter at the same moment, we designed some methods to compare it with the stream from the Sample API.

Joseph et al. [20] compare several samples collected with the Filter API on the same keywords using different connection tokens⁶: they find that two samples taken at the same time with the same keywords as inputs are “nearly identical” (96% of the tweets are the same, and the sets of tweets that are not have a very similar structure in terms of number of hashtags, urls and mentions per tweet). It is thus not possible to use several connections with the same keywords to get a higher number of tweets. However, spreading different keywords over several API connections should return a higher number of tweets. If these tweets are representative of the real activity on Twitter, the distribution of words within it should be the same (proportionally) to the one of tweets from the Sample API. To ensure that it is the case, we worked on optimizing the collect parameters (number of connections, number of keywords, distribution of keywords over the different tokens) by performing the steps described below:

**Finding the most frequent keywords on Twitter.** We collected tweets from the Sample API during three months and selected French tweets (retweets excluded). After removing punctuation, capital letters and non-Latin characters, we built a list of the 200 most frequent words in the French Twitter vocabulary.

**Clustering keywords depending on their co-occurrences.** We built a matrix of co-occurrences of the first 50, 100 and 200 most frequent words in the sampled tweets, and used it to cluster keywords in \( n \) clusters \( (n \in [2, 4]) \). By doing so, we aimed at putting together terms that are frequently used together, to collect sets of tweets with the smallest possible intersection. In total, we had 9 ways of collecting tweets (50, 100 or 200 words, spread over 2, 3 or 4 clusters). To control that our clustering approach was the best, we also tried to randomly spread the same number of words (50, 100 or 200) over the same number of Twitter access tokens (2, 3 or 4). We ran each test during 24 hours and compared the returned tweets with those obtained using the Sample API during the same period of 24 hours.

⁶ To use the Twitter API, a connection token is required. Twitter limits the access to its data by generating only one connection token per Twitter account. The total number of tweets that one can get with only one token is limited to 1% of the global tweets volume at a given moment.
Running tests simultaneously. In order to select the best collection method we had to run series of tests in parallel: it is not possible compare tests conducted on different periods of times since the differences between the results could be due to a different tweets distribution between periods. However, we only had 13 Twitter access tokens, and thus could not run all tests simultaneously. Since a collection method requires 2 to 4 tokens, we could only run 6 to 3 tests in parallel.

3.4 Evaluation of random tweets collection

We used Kullback-Leibler divergence to compare the words distributions of the set of collected tweets to the distribution from the Sample API. The best collection method should have a words distribution very similar to the distribution of words collected with the Sample API, and thus the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two distributions should be close to zero. We also evaluated our collection method with regards to the volume of collected tweets: we used a simple ratio between the volume collected with each method and the volume collected using the Sample API during the same period.

4 Results

![Fig. 2. Daily evolution of the KL divergence between each collection method and the Sample API](image)
4.1 Tweets collection tool

As explained in Section 3.2, we lack a labeled test-set to perform a correct evaluation of our tweets retrieval method. Our work so far has been directed towards the implementation of a robust architecture to stream and analyze a high number of documents in near real-time. The development of our test interface will allow us to provide concrete results in the near future. We also plan to compare our strategy with the state of the art, presented in section 2.1.

4.2 Random tweets collection

Our results are displayed in Figures 2 and 3. We get consistent results over time: the collection method using words clustered by co-occurrences performs better in terms of proximity to the Sample than other methods using random distribution of words. The volume of collected tweets greatly differs from one collection method to another (from 50 to 75 times higher than the Sample), but the trend also remains stable over time. However, these results need to be confirmed.

The drop in KL-divergence and in volume of collected tweets on the 01/21 could be linked to the fact that it was a Sunday, but we need to reproduce the experiment over a longer period to confirm that this drop is not a coincidence.
reproduced over a longer period to be confirmed, and we need to conduct wider tests on all collection methods.

5 Related work

5.1 Detecting events in the Twitter stream

A large number of methods have been proposed for detecting “stories” [21] or “events” [22–26] in a continuous stream of tweets. However these methods do not link the detected clusters to news articles. Sankaranarayanan et al. [27] use handpicked “seeders” (Twitter accounts that are known to publish news) and train a naive Bayes classifier to filter news tweets from “junk” tweets. News tweets are then clustered based on TF-IDF. Liu et al. [17] also adopt a two-steps approach to detect news clusters in a continuous stream of tweets. First, they use a noise-filtering algorithm based both on a set of filtering rules and on information credibility features [28]. Then, they perform a clustering step depending on a similarity metric containing named entities, verbs and common nouns. These methods do not treat the problem of linking the collected tweets to news articles, but they are interesting to perform a first selection of relevant tweets.

5.2 Topic Models

Many methods designed to link tweets and news are based on topic models. A topic model takes a collection of documents as input and returns a set of topics and their distribution within the collection (a document is considered as a mix of several topics). Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [29] is currently the most commonly used topic model. Zhao et al. [4] perform LDA on a collection of news articles and an LDA-like algorithm on a collection of tweets and match the two sets of topics based on the similarity of words distribution. Other works develop algorithms to jointly learn the topics of tweets and news datasets [7], [8]. Guo et al. [5] design a more specific latent variable model including features like hashtags, named entities and temporal relations to link each tweet of their dataset to the closest news article. The previous works perform well on aligning tweets to related news articles, but they are based on static datasets and do not tackle the dynamic nature of news events.

In 2006 Blei and Lafferty proposed Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [30] a model able to discover the evolution of topics over time. Mele et al. adapted this model to news events [6] and used clustering to link the documents covering the same event across several news streams (news websites, RSS feed, Twitter accounts of media outlets).

Overall, several works address the task of linking tweets and news but they rely either on static datasets or on stream of tweets from manually selected users. We could not find any approach questioning the representativity of the collected tweets. Moreover, most approaches treat tweets and news articles only as text documents and do not take their multimodal nature (urls, mentions of users, pictures, videos) into account.
6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we present two types of methods to collect tweets related to news events. The first one is a query formulation approach, that consists in generating potential queries related to an event and using the time repartition of collected tweets to detect and reject wrong queries. The second one is an approach based on clustering randomly collected events. We detailed the tests used to ensure that the collected tweets have a close to random distribution and showed from our first results that neutral words clustered by co-occurrence tend to perform better.

In future works, we plan to develop a user interface that will enable the labeling of numerous tweets, and give us a way of assessing the performance of our search tool. We will also work on methods to dynamically link tweets to news events, with a focus on processing tweets not only as text documents, but rather as multimodal objects.
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